
 
BOULEVARD ONE DESIGN REVIEW  

June 5, 2014 
 
 
Attendees 
Committee:  Jim Hartman, Steve Lane, Dick Marshall, Carla McConnell, Al Sigman, Chuck Woodward, 

Kevin Yoshida 
Caisson: John Keith, Rich Laws, Rick Sall, Scott Sudik, Tim Williams, Jeff Willis,  
Public: 1 
 
The meeting convened at 8:00 a.m. 
 

• Public Comment – There were no comments from the public. 
 

• A motion by Chuck Woodward seconded by Jim Hartman was passed to approve the minutes of the 
May 15th meeting.  
  

• Caisson 
Single Family Detached (larger homes) 
Pre-Design 

 
The 12 lots in this group of larger homes being built by Caisson on the Boulevard One linear park consists of three 
blocks of four homes on each block.  There is one ranch (2350 SF) and one 2-story (3300 SF) design with two 
elevations for each design.  Intent is to have the ranches on the corner lots with the 2-story homes in the center of the 
blocks.  This will present a lower scale to the sidewalk and a stepped up view from the park.  The ranch homes will 
front to the cross streets but with outdoor living space on the front as well as on the side to the park. 
 
There was discussion of the floor plans for the ranch and the attributes of the interior design related to the exterior 
features. 
 
Masonry planned is blonde “expression” brick with dark window frames.  Designs are employing simple massing a la 
historic Lowry building designs.  
 
DRC comment/questions with Applicant response: 

• Suggestion of an opening from the side patio for access to the park. 
• Questioned the amount of hip roof lines in the designs and the impression from the public view.  There are 

also difficulties during construction with all the joints.  Others thought the view of the varying roof lines from 
the distance of the park would have added interest.  There was a more general discussion of not being locked 
into trying to match what has been done before.  The committee commented that each architect needs to find 
their own path and present their design as it relates to the Design Guidelines and referred to Section 2.3 and 
2.4 for a strong composition of the overall architecture and use of materials or detailing that could creatively 
reflect historic Lowry building designs.     

• With the north/south orientation what are the plans for use of solar panels?  The hip roof lines might make 
that less adaptable.  Applicant said they have just begun energy studies for reaching 40 HERS and they 
do plan to offer solar options. 

• Give consideration to the massing (placement of ranch vs 2-story designs) in the overall site layout.  It might 
not make sense to place a ranch across from townhomes on the southeastern lot.    

• Is a 2nd story deck overlooking the park appropriate and with an awning for the southern exposure 
homes?  DRC responded yes, that could be a desirable amenity. 
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• There was a comment about a potentially not-desirable feature of access to the only powder room having a 2-
step rise from main floor elevation on the 2-story floor plan  

• Give more definition or expression to the main entry. 
 
Because of the level of design presented and the amount of discussion of various options open to the applicant for 
modifying the designs the notes reflect that this presentation will be the pre-design review. It will be up to the 
discretion of the applicant whether or not they want another pre-design or are comfortable to advance to the 
concept/schematic review for the next presentation.    
  
Adjournment was at 9:30 a.m. 
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